READ THESE QUESTIONS CAREFULLY AND ANSWER APPROPRIATELY.
AAPA CME Accreditation

Activity Overview

Activity Title *

Activity Start Date *
Earliest possible date for learners to earn CME credits.

Activity End Date *
Last possible date for learners to earn CME credits.

Rush Fee *
Applicants may request an expedited review by paying the rush fee. Standard application review time is 21 calendar days. Paying the rush fee guarantees the application will be reviewed within 7 calendar days.

☐ Yes, add a rush fee to the application ($)
☐ No, do not add a rush fee to the application

Activity Description *
Please provide a brief description of the nature and purpose of the activity.
Identify Competencies

AAPA CME Criteria require activities be developed in the context of desirable attributes of PAs (The PA competencies) and the healthcare team (The Institute of Medicine (IOM) competencies). Select all competency domains associated with this activity.

- PA - Medical knowledge
- PA - Interpersonal and communication skills
- PA - Patient care
- PA - Professionalism
- PA - Practice-based learning and improvement
- PA - Systems-based practice
- IOM - Patient-centered care
- IOM - Evidence-based practice
- IOM - Quality improvement
- IOM - Informatics
- IOM - Work in interdisciplinary teams
- Other

PA Perspective

Please explain how the activity included the PA perspective in the planning process. This may be accomplished by including PAs as faculty, planners, or reviewers.

Identify PA Practice Gaps

Describe how educational needs that address practice gaps have been incorporated into this activity.

Overall Activity Goals and/or Objectives

Please outline the overall goals and/or objectives below. Individual session objectives should be entered in the Session Details page.

Projected Number of Learners by Audience Group

If a group is not represented in the activity please input a zero.

PAs (Physician Assistants)

NPs (Nurse Practitioners)
Physicians (MD or DO) *

Other *

Has commercial support been requested or secured for any CME components of this activity? *
Commercial support is defined as financial or in-kind contributions given by an ACCME-defined commercial interest. The definition of roles and requirements when commercial support is received are outlined in the ACCME Standards for Commercial Support.
- Yes
- No

Planner and Reviewer Disclosures
For each planner and reviewer, it is the responsibility of the CME provider to collect and review disclosures, identify potential conflicts of interest, and document how any conflicts were mitigated or resolved. Applicants will be required to upload all disclosures and document conflict of interest management actions below. Organizations may use their own disclosure form or AAPA's CME Disclosure Form.

Planners and Reviewers *
Use the Add Planner/Reviewer button below to enter planner/reviewer names, disclosures, and conflict resolution actions. Applicants must add details for every planner and reviewer, even if they have nothing to disclose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planners/Reviewers</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Planners/Reviewers have been added. Click on Add Planner/Reviewer below.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add Planner/Reviewer

File Uploads

Sample Evaluation (PDF only) *
Please upload a copy of the evaluation. Example: Sample Evaluation

Promotional Materials (PDF only) *
Please upload any promotional materials that have been distributed to prospective participants. If the CME provider has not begun promoting this activity, please upload draft promotional materials. As a reminder, any promotional materials distributed prior to receiving an accreditation decision must include the appropriate Pending Accreditation Language.

Choose File: No file chosen
Quality or Performance Improvement (PI-CME) Details

Session Title *

Requested CME credit *

Is this an institutional Quality Improvement (QI) effort targeting your own organization and its affiliates? *
- Yes
- No

Quality Improvement Methodology *

Provide a description of unmet quality gap that is stimulating this QI effort. *
Provide a description of QI effort improvement aims.

Provide a description of patient population addressed by the QI effort.

Provide a description of the Quality Measures to be used in this effort.

Provide a description of how you plan to capture, display, and analyze data to include sampling and data collection strategy.
Provide a description of how you will define meaningful clinician participation in the activity, describe the mechanism for identifying clinicians who meet the requirements, and provide participant completion information.

Provide a description of interventions and how they relate to the stated aims.

Quality or Performance Improvement (PI-CME) Faculty Information

For each faculty member, it is the responsibility of the CME provider to upload the disclosure form, identify conflicts, explain how the conflict was resolved, and resolve them appropriately. Organizations may upload their own disclosure form or use AAP's CME Disclosure Form.

A completed disclosure form must be uploaded for each faculty member, even if they have nothing to disclose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No items have been added. Click on Add Item below.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Add Item
Total Credits *

Enter the total number of credits being submitted for review across all formats and sessions within this activity. If the activity includes concurrent sessions, this number may be greater than the maximum number of credits any one participant could possibly complete.


Maximum Credits Available to Each Learner *

Enter the maximum number of credits any one participant could possibly complete across all learning formats and sessions. If there are concurrent sessions, this number may be lower than the total number of credits being submitted for review.


Would you like to advertise this activity on AAPA’s CME Calendar? *

This option is for providers who have not already purchased advertising space. If your organization has already paid to have your entire catalog or this specific activity listed on the AAPA CME calendar, please select ‘no’ and proceed to the next step in the application.

The AAPA CME Calendar is a space which can be used to market educational opportunities to the PA community and AAPA members. By purchasing advertising through this application, a posting will be placed on the calendar from this application’s approval date through the start date of the activity.

Calendar listings are free of charge for AAPA Constituent Organizations. All other organizations are subject to a $250 per month fee, calculated per day, per posting. This option is only available to applications with a single occurrence. This cost will be added onto the final purchase price of this application. This fee is added onto the base review fee, upload fee, rush fee, and any other applicable fees. It will be reflected in your final purchase total for accreditation.

By purchasing calendar placement through this application you will be paying for placement from your accreditation date until your event’s start date. If you do not wish to begin advertising immediately or have specific questions regarding promotions including calendar placement, email marketing, or any other opportunities please contact Tony Manigross directly.

Choosing ‘no’ does not disqualify you from the opportunity to be placed onto the CME calendar or any other advertising opportunities. You may apply for calendar placements outside of this application by using this application form or contacting Tony Manigross directly.

☐ Yes
☐ No